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ADAPTIVE DI TAL PROCESSING INVESTIGATION OF
DFT SUBBANDING VS TRANSVERSAL FILTER CANCELER

INTRODUCTION

One of the most important and widely used ECCM techniques is the sidelobe canceler (SLC) [1-
31. Although simple in concept and relatively economical in implementation, the SLC performance is
limited by a variety of factors, including:

* Multipath delay, often expressed in terms of delay-btndwidth product

* Aperture-frequency dispersion, often expressed in terms of aperture-bandwidth product

* Differing receiver channel responses, often referred to as channel mismatch errors

* Quadrature error in synchronous detectors

* Digital receiver channel errors such as analogue-to-digital (A/D) quantization, sample/hold
(S.MH) jitter, and dc offset

* Nonlinear effects, intermods, twmperature drifts, etc.

""o help overcome these limitations, particularly those related to bandwidth, multiple adaptive
weight systems have been proposed (over the years) that involve either a tapped delay line transversal
filter approach [4-71 or a band-partitioning filter approach such as the discrete Fourier transform (DFT)
[8-11. Despite the fact that both of these multiple-weight adaptive filter approaches are well known,
the literature does not have much information that permits a direct performance comparison between
the two [11]. Therefore, this report attempts to address that need.

This investigation has been restricted to digital processing systems exclusively because of the com-
puter simulation convenience and, also, because analogue filter systems contain additional errors that
would increase the modeling burden. Further, cancellation limitation effects have been investigated by
use of a simple two-channel canceler model derived from a typical multichannel receiver system of the
type shown in Fig. 1. This system includes radio-frequency (RF) antenna elements and circulators, RF
loca! oscillators (LO), intermediate frequency (IF) amplifiers, synchronous baseband detection with in-
phase and quadrature (I&Q) video signal output, baseband video amplifiers with low-pass filters,
snapshot sample and hold (S/H) circuits, and analogue to digital (A/D) converters. The output signals
consist of digital complex-data (I&Q) samples occurring at a sampling rate related to the Nyquist rate
[12].

Manuscript approved March 26. 1986.
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Figure 2 represents the resultant two-channel cancelzr model, configured for a single adaptive
weight. In this model, we accommodate the insertion of five different types of adaptive processor
channel errors:

& Differential delay

* Filter passband ripple errors

* Q.uadrature error in synLhroilous detectors

* S/I- jitter error

* AID quantization and offse: errors.

Many other types of errors exist in any practicel system; implementation, but they were nct considered
in this initial investigation because of time considerations.

A critical choice in any digita' data processing systern is the parilculat type of analogue lowpass
filter utilized to band-limit the input signal enc-rgy without inuoducing excessive linear or nonlinear dis-
tortion. This is a critical operation becauso in the foillowing stage when the filter's output signal is sam-
pled, any frequencies above one-half the sampling frequency will be folded or "aliased" and appear as
signal contributions 1121. In practice, a computer-aided filter design program is often used to produce
between a sixth- slid eleventh-order design incorporating active filter elements. For the purposes of
our simple cancellation performanre. bebavior discussed terein, we assumec an ideal Chebyshev 6 pole
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lowpass; filter that has a cutoff frequency point selected to be 25% of the sampling frequsency. The filter
function and its various perameters may be summorized,

T is thkc samiflhflJ*1J Jt4*'d.G

- is the sampling rate.

-0.25 f, is the lowpass filter "cutoffr frequency.

(V 2 ,n (f/f,) is the angular frequency, normalized to the samplnig rate

H- (ws) is the filter function.

4_ 1Hc) I2 i+ 2 (S 2 IMcs d- 1

where 4E2 is the lowpass ripple magiiitude factor and M is the number o~f oiwes or filter order.

Figure 3 shows a plot (if the filter function I H (w) 12 vs angular frequency in Z-plarie degrees,

where Z - e~w, computed for e2 - 0.156 and M - 6. Both f, and the sharp filter skirt roll-off charac-
teristic were deliberately chosen to give us an "oversampled" system, avoid aliasing problems and yet
represent a lowpass characteristic that could b,- implemented in practice. Recall that the Nyquist rate is
half of the sampling rate 1121, which equals 180' in the Z-plane and bounds our frequency plot rt-?;ion.*

Angular frequency (o is represented in terms of the complex Z.plane equivalent, Z - e", because of the importance of the Z-
transform in analysis of discrete-time signals and systems 1121. This representation of w involves a natural geometric angle (in
degrees). the accommodation of "ncgative" frequencies, and a clear picture of the periodic/ repetitious nature of discrete. ,me

sampled system behavior vs iw. For convenience, the tcrn *ftequency" is used in place of "angular frequency" throughor, the
remainder of the rcpiort.

31
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The representation of filter passband ripple errors in amplitude and phase was chosen to follow
the error model described in Ref. 6. Let us define a ripple error function E Wo,

E (0)-A (a) e for II 4 [ (2)

where A (w) - 1.0 + a cos (cJ),
-W)- b cos (cw).

a is peak amplitude error,
b is peak phase error, and
c is cycles of error ripple.

E (w) multiplies the filter function in the auxiliary channel to inject thc ripple errors: 'i.e., the main
channel is considered the reference here. We assume that I and Q lowpass filters in a given channel
are identical pairs, such that the error exists only between the two channels.

Quadrature phase error is introduced mainly by the quadrature hybrid circuit that sets up the 900
phase difference for the I and Q synchronous video detectors. Figure 4 iliustirtes the effect, where "Q

0: 1

"gral deoe thl acul osjtkul Of iihe Q axis. The quadiaawre error k is the deviation of the Q axis
from the true orthogonal Y axis. The "I Signal" axis is always assumed to be in perfect alignment with
the X axis by definition. Therefore, a true signal vector of magnitude A3 and phase angle 'IV is con-
verted by the receiver in another vector, a, which is in error both in amplitude and phase.

S/H jitter error refers to the uncertainty in the timing of the sampling window when the command
is given to sample a signal. For the purposes of this report, we assume that jitter error occurs indepen-
dently in the I and Q signals of both channels, with uniform random distribution.

SINGLE WEIGHT CANCELER

To gain an initial appreciation for the sensitivity of cancellation degradation to the various types of
errors across the filter band, let us review the cancellation performance of the Fig. 2 circuit when single
weight W - -1. The canceler output, Y, (0), divided by the input, Y, Wu, is

Y, (W) Y I S (W)-V

4
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Fig. 4 -- EfTect of quadrature error on true signal vector

where S (ca) and V (w) are the main channel and auxiliary-channel signals being subtracted. Note that
if no err rs are present in the two channels, then Eq. (3) results in perfect cancellation across the entire
filter bandwidth.

Figure 5 illustrates the cancellation degradation for the different types of errors. In Fig. 5(a),
delay errors of r - 0.04, 0.2, and 1.0 sampling period have been inserted in the main channel, and the
response graphically demonstrates that perfect cancellation occurs only at band center; at all other fre-
quencies across the band, the phase error is equal to WT. In Fig. 5(b), amplitude ripple error of 0.1
peak and 2.5 cycles (see Eq. (2)) has been inserted in the auxiliary channel; we note the cyclic behavior
in accordance with the ripple, with a peak degradation of -20 dB. The same exact cyclic behavior is
produced for a phase ripple error of 0.1 radian (5.720) peak. In Fig. 5(c), synchronous detector quadra-
ture errors of 2.50 (rather typical rf such circuits) have been inserted in the main and auxiliary chan-
nels (total error of 50), and we see that cancellation degrades to about -21 dB across the filter
passhand. Figure 5(d) illustrates the behavior for a jitter error with uniform random distribution
between peak values of ±2", added independe.l.y to I ad Q signals in .. channs. .. i
delay-type of error and has similar behavior across the passband (compare with Fig. 5(a)).

Figure 6 is a universal plot of cancellation in dB vs amplitude or phase errors, based on Eq. (3).
It illustrates the considerable precision (small errors) required to achieve large cancellation dynamic
ranges.

DFT SUBBAND CANCELER

One option for extending the single-weight system of Fig. 2 to a multiple-weight canceler is to
partition the passband into a number of filter subbands and then provide one adaptive weight for each
filter subband 18-111. A discrete Fourier transform (DFT) filter is a logical method for achieving this
band partitioning in a digital processor, and Fig. 7 shows typical subband filter responses for seven taps
input/output. The DFT filter requires a sequence of data samples at its inputs, in a manner equivalent

5
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to a tapped delay line, such that we arrive at the overall system schematic illustrated in Fig. 8. The
individual subband adaptive we.'ghts WA, are computed from the simple relationship for a pair (if signals
1131,

WA - R- - V (4)

7l-0  
R c~)

where (N + 1) is the total number of data samples,
SA Go,,) is the k-th subband output, main, and

VK(w,,) is the kth subband output, auxiliary.

Y.6)~ input

auxiliary m~ain

chaimail Channel

differential DELAYT
delay errorI I

SYNCHRONOUS quadrature SYNCHRONOUS
D~ETECTOR error DETECTOR

'vNVPASS amp /phase LOWPASS
lILTEN ripple error FILTER

S/H Iteir S/H
AiD CONy AID CONV

Vli(W) adaptive SUl

ITT

TT

T =

WA

0

FiS 8 -Multiple weight citncdc. using DIFT filter subband
pjrtitirning. with onec adaptive weight per subband

WW W~i 1r. WuA% V. 4-ei r. it'. 111'. a' . Vri II, 11" Ci~ ~ . ?V,. a' or -%.r. ff. C.!t. * W.& .. .1i\i.f ~
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The subband outputs derive from the DFT operations,

SGo,.) - B'S (W,,) (5)

w. (,) - B'V (W,,) (6)

where S(w,) and V (w,,) are the main and auxiliary input vector signals to the DFT, and
S (w.) and V (w,,) are the main and auxiliary subband output vectol signals resulting from the DFT
operation. t denotes a matrix transpose. The DFT transformation matrix B has individual row-column
matrix elements containing discrete phase-shifts of the form,

bm. - I exp 27- 1k_ + I K+1 (7)

where m is the input tap index, k is the subband output index, and K is the total number of taps or
subbands.

bil b12  I bA

b21 b22  I b2A

b•i bI2 I ..

B- I (8)

b, I bA 2 bAA

Digital signals are used in the simulations, based on a "sweep" sequence of (N + 1) frequencies stepped
from -7r to +r in the Z-plane. The nth frequency w,, may be expressed

N

where n - 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 ... , N. Note the direct relationship to W as defined for Eq. (1). Each unit-
amplitude signal is given a random start-phase, such that we have a digital equivalent of clipped wide-
band noise input. This swept noise-like signal characteristic ii evidenced in Fig. 5(c) becatise quadra-
ture error cancellation degradation happens to be sensitive to the particular phases of the individual sig-
nals. (The reader may verify this phase sensitivity with the help of Fig. 4.)

The canceler output Y. (w) is the summation of subband adapted outputs,

Y _ "W) + WA, V4(W . (10)

If no errors are present, then Eq. (4) results in all WA - -1 and perfect cancellation occurs across the
entire filter bandwidth.

Figure 9 illustrates the cancellation degradation for the various types of errors. In Fig. 9(a), a
delay error of T - 1.0 sampling period has been inserted in the main channel, and the response is plot-
ted for K - 1, 7, and 15 D-F subbands. We note that the performance improves as K increeses, but
it is evident that DFT subband cancellation is seriously degraded by this type of error. In Fig. 9(b),
amplitude ripple error of 0.1 peak and 2.5 cycles has been inserted in the auxiliary channel for K = 1,
7, and 15. Here again, the degradation does improve as K increases, but 'he ripple error remains seri-
ous. In Fig. 9(c), synchronous detector quadrature errors of 2.5° have been inserted in the main and
auyiliary channels (total of 50) for K - 1, 7, and 15. Quadrature error degradation remains essentially
constant vs frequency and cannot be improved by increasing the number of subbands. Performance is
about 6 dB better than Fig. 5(c) only because the weights here are adaptive and compensate for half of
the quadrature error. Figure 9(d) illustrates the behavior for a jitter error with uniform random distri-
bution between peak values of +±2, added independent!y tu I and Q signals in both channels. Jitter
errGr degradation is similar to quadrature error in that it cannot be improved by increasing thc number
of subbands. Note the similarity to Fig. 5(d).

10
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Note that for the purposes of this investigation, we deliberately nave not taken ar. inverse DFT at
the output, as would be necessary to obtain a final output pulse in the time domain. Rather, the inves-
tigation of c'incellation behavior has been restricted to the frequency domain.

TRANSVERSAL FILTER CANCELER

The second multiple-weight digital filter to be examined is a transversal filter canceler (TFC),
shown in Fig. 10. This circuit is identical in configuration to a one-step linear prediction !ilter and,
also, to the generic "sidelobe canueler" (141. The optimal weights may be arrived at by any of the
current adaptive processing algorithms, with the choice determined primarily by system performance
requirements. For our in./#stigation purporcs, it was convenient to employ the familiar sidelobe can-
celer algorithm based on a covariance matrix, inverse 131,

W -- R-'A (11)

where W is the adaptive weights vector for the TFC, R is the signal covariance matrix, and A is the
equivalent "steering vector."

Y(w) input

ouxiliory main
channel channel

differential AY T
delay error

SYNCHRONOUS quodroture SYNCHRON
DETECTOR error D TCTORn

.OWPSS amp./phase LOWPASS
|pFILTER r error FILTER

L S jitter S/H
A/C CONy. quontization AID CONV.

offset errors
V (W) S (W)

rDELAY t(K1\

T Y oOM o oupu

adaptive
weights

Ifig 10 - Multiple wcight canceler using transversal filter.
with one adaptive weight per dlay line uip
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(N +

- I

R - V' (w,,) V' (w,,) + 821 (13)
S(IV' + i) ,, "

where S,,, W,,) is the main channel signal at the output summer. V (W,,) is the auxiliary signal vector
from the tapped delay line, 82 represents a small "pseudonoise" power term of -60 dB level to facilitate
matrix inversion, I is the identity matrix, and w,, is the nth frequency defined in Eq. (9).

S,, (W,,) - S (w,,)e-"' (14)

VA ((,,) - Y (.pe

where M 2 is the midpoint index for the delay line, k is the delay line tap index, V' (wj,,) is

the auxiliary channel signal input to the delay line, S Go,,) is the main channel signal that already incor-
porates differential delay error w,,T, if r ;• 0. Note that Eq. (14) implies unit delay between taps- i.e.,
T- L.

The TFC output is the summation of S,,, (o) plus the weighted auxiliary delay line tap outputs,
K

), (Wo) - S", (W) + w, vA Go). (15)

If no errors are present, then all WA - 0 except for WI,, - -1, and perfect cancellation occurs across
the entire filter bandwidth for an odd number of taps.

Figure 1 illustrates the cancellation degradation for the various types of errors. In Fig. 1 I (a), a
delay error of t - 1.0 sampling period has been inserted in the main channel, and the response is plot-
rsd for K - i, 4, and 8 delay line taps. The improvement in performance as K increases is far supe-
rior to the DFT filter (compare with Fig. 9(a)), despite the fact that an even number of taps represents
the worst case for a TFC with r - 1.0. Note that for an odd number of taps where K > 3, the TFC
gives perfect cancellation performance because there exists one tap for which the delay is precisely
equal to the main channel delay. We expand upon this discussion of delay errors in the next section by
comparing performance as a function of the delay-bandwidth product.

Figure 11(b) illustrates the degradation caused by an amplitude ripple error of 0.1 peak and 2.5
cycles, for K - 1 and 7 delay line taps. Here again, the improvement in performance as K increases is
far superior to the DFT filter (compare with Fig. 9(b)). What is demonstrated here is that the TFC
uses its degrees of freedom (DOF) far more effectively within the lowpass filter bandwidth than does
the 1-PT apra'.

In Fig. 11 (c). synchronous detector quadrature errors of 2.5* have been inserted in both the main
and auxiliary channels (total of 5.0' error) for K = 7. Quadrature degradation remains essentially con-
stant as K increases, except for a 6 dB ripple that appears across the passband (compare with Fig. 9(c)).
Figure 11 (d) illustrates the behavior for a jitter error with uniform random distribution between peak
values of ±t2.00, added independently to I&Q signals in both channels. Jitter error degradation is simi-
lar to quadrature error in that it cannot be improved by increasing the nunmber of taps (compare with
Fig. 9(d)).

FURTHER COMPARISON OF DFT VS TRANSVERSAL FILTERS

In the previous sections, we have noted the following comparisons between a DFT filter subband
canceler and a transversal filter canceler (TFC) for these errors:

* Delay errors--TFC is far superior but requires additional performance criteria, such as odd vs
even number of taps for a given 7.

14
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* Amp!itude/phase ripple errors-TFC is far superior because of more effective use of its adap-
tive DOF.

* Quadrature error--Essentially no difference exists between DFT and TFC performance. This
error cannot be removed via adaptation but, rather, requires calibration and l&Q signal correction in
each channel.

Jitter error-Essentially no difference exists between DFT and TFC performance. This error
cannot be removed via adaptation and requires high-quality S/H components to keep the error as small
as possible.

Of tihese, the delay error is examined in more detail in this section. We begin by demonstrating
the significance of the lowpass filter in achieving good adaptive performance. Figure 12 shows the can-
cellation degradation resulting from a delay error of 0.5 sampling period, using K - 7 subbands or taps,
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when the lowpass filter is omitted or included. When omitted as in Fig. 12(a), there is little difference
between DFT and TFC perfo.-mance for this case arid, in fact, both perform poorly. The poor perfor-
mnance occurs because our "clipped wideband noise" input fills the entire frequency range with this (OIT
error. How'tver, when our Chebyshev 6-pole lowpass filter of Fig. 2 is included as in Fig. 12(b), then
the performance of the TFC improves dramatically across the passband. The DFT improves somewhat,
but not nearly as much.

Perhaps the best further comparison criterion is to plot degradation performance vs delay-
bandwidth product Ba-, where B is defined as the channel bandwidth normalized to the sampling rate.
Such a plot is shown in Fig. 13 for an adaptive single weight, a DFT with K - 7 subbands, and a TFC
with K - 7 taps. These plots are sensitive to the particular lowpass filter employed, and the data for
Fig. 13 were taken with the Chebyshev 6-pole lowpass filter of Fig. 2 incorporated. Tlie curves are
derived from passband performance such as contained in Fig. 12(b) and, therefore, are approximate;
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the indicated range for each point is an upper value of 3 dB below the highest peak, and a lower value
equal to the next highest peak. Transversal filter performance is always cyclic vs BH product, having a
sin (v Br) behavior when K is odd and a cos (T Br) behavior when K is an even number of taps.
Performance improves as the value of K "increases.

Figure 13 serves to emphasize the considerable performance superiority of the TFC in comparison
withl a vi-i of the same K vajue.

CONCLUSIONS

This investigation has shown that the TFC performance is generally far superior to the DFT sub-
band system, for both differential delay errors arid amplitude/phase passband ripple errors. This
marked superiority iF attributed to more effective use of its adaptive DOF and the fact that the TFC is
inherently suited to differential delay compensation whereas the DFT is not. For quadrature errors and
S/H jitter errors, there was essentially no difference in performance between the two.
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